The Writing Fellows program was established in 2007 by the Office of the Vice President of Instruction. A group of up to twelve faculty are selected as Writing Fellows each academic year. The Fellows meet regularly throughout the year to discuss the most effective ways to teach and respond to student writing, studying research that substantiates the best practices for helping students develop as writers. Each Writing Fellow receives a $1,000 stipend to subsidize projects aimed at constructing courses, resources, or initiatives that will support student writing at UGA.

See https://ctl.uga.edu/faculty/faculty-fellows-programs/writing-fellows/ for more information on UGA’s current Writing Fellows.

2020-2021
John Brocato, Chemical, Materials, and Biomedical Engineering
Barry Croom, Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication
Nandana Welweriya Liyanage, Physics and Astronomy
Alexa Bankert, Political Science
Catherine Clutter, School of Law
Keith Herndon, Journalism
Magdalena Matuskova, Romance Languages
Holly Gallagher, Biological Sciences
Susan Tanner, Anthropology
Mattia Pistone, Geology

2019-2020
Brenda Cude, Financial Planning, Housing, and Consumer Economics
Paul Eubig, Physiology and Pharmacology
Brittani Harmon, Health Policy and Management
Megan Lutz, Statistics
Jean Mangan, School of Law
Christina Proctor, Health Promotion and Behavior
Dee Warmath, Financial Planning, Housing, and Consumer Economics

2018-2019
Dana Bultman, Romance Languages
Michael Cotterell, Computer Science
Erin Dolan, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Morgan Faison, Educational Theory and Practice
Jennifer Griffiths, Cortona Program, Office of International Education
Sujata Iyengar, English
Kristen Smith, Advertising and Public Relations

2017-2018
Joshua Bousquette, Germanic and Slavic Studies
Alicia Davis, Education
Benjamin Ehlers, History
Alexandra Griner, Cooperative Extension
Lindsay Harding, English
Barry Hollander, Journalism and Mass Communication
Sarah Wright, Philosophy

2016-2017
Leah Carmichael, International Affairs
Scott Connelly, Ecology
Logan Fiorella, Educational Psychology
Jessica Holt, Agricultural Communication
Betina Kaplan, Romance Languages
Jeff Kilpatrick, Romance Languages
Melissa Landers-Potts, Human Development and Family Science
Daniel Markowitz, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Andrew Owsiak, International Affairs
Norbert Pienta, Chemistry

2015-2016
Danielle Bray, English
Kevin Burke, Education
Kamal Gandhi, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Jennifer George, Human Development and Family Science
Noah Giansiracusa, Mathematics
Jennifer Gonyea, Human Development and Family Science
Amy Heath, Education
Sara Kajder, Education
Julie Anne Luft, Mathematics and Science Education
Anne Shaffer, Psychology
John Weatherford, New Media Institute
Frans Weiser, Comparative Literature

2014-2015
Jonathan Evans, English
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Tina Harris, Communication Studies
Katy Darby Hein, Health Promotion and Behavior
Kim Love-Myers, Statistics
Aliki Nicolaides, Adult Education
Gretchen Thomas, Workforce Leadership and Social Foundations
Melissa Tufts, College of Environment and Design
Xianqiao Wang, College of Engineering
John Wares, Genetics

2013-2014
Sarah Covert, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Jonathan Evans, English
Sonia Hernandez, Wildlife Disease
Peter C Hoffer, History
Alice Kinman, Economics
Melissa Scott Kozak, Child and Family Development
Bin Mei, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Kristen Navara, Poultry Science
Silvia Noguerón-Liu, Language and Literacy Education
Fausto Sarmiento, Geography
Bjorn Frederick Stillion Southard, Communication

2012-2013
Thomas Burch, School of Law
Dale Greene, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Timothy Gupton, Romance Languages
Hilda Mata, Romance Languages
Neelam Poudyal, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Anneliese Singh, Counseling and Human Development

2011-2012
Garrison Bickerstaff, Division of Academic Enhancement
Douglas Root, English
Hillary Tanner, Biological and Agricultural Engineering
Lindsey Welch, College of Pharmacy
Velma Zahirovic-Herbert, Housing and Consumer Economics

2010-2011
Charles Byrd, Comparative Literature
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Wayne Coppins, Religious Studies
Lisa Fusillo, Dance
Derrick Lemons, Anthropology
Katalin Medvedev, Textiles, Merchandising and Interiors
Robyn Ovrick, Mathematics and Science Education
Uttiyo Raychaudhuri, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources

2009-2010
Donna Bliss, School of Social Work
Kimberly Clay, School of Social Work
Rebecca Enghauser, Dance
Gary Green, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Sherry Lowrance, International Affairs
Kristen Miller, Biological Sciences

2008-2009
Ronald Butchar, Elementary and Social Studies Education
Ashley Calabria, College of Environmental Design
Shelley Cannady, College of Environmental Design
Su-I Hou, Health Promotion and Behavior
Erika Hermanowicz, Classics
Tracie Jenkins, Entomology
Nicole Lazar, Statistics
Kathy Roulston, Lifelong Education, Administration and Policy
Elizabeth Uhl, Pathology

2007-2008
Norris Armstrong, Genetics
David Berle, Horticulture
Keith Dix Keith, Classics
Bob Fecho, Language and Literacy Education
Claiborne Glover, Microbiology
John Maerz, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Sharon Nichols, Housing and Consumer Economics
Jennifer Samp, Speech Communication
Susan Thomas, Music, Women’s Studies
Deborah J. Tippins, Mathematics and Science Education
Frances Van Keuren, Art
Amitabh Verma, College of Environment Design
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